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Synopsis This distributed zone of down-to-the-west normal faults extends
along west margin of the San Antonio Mountains and intrabasin
fault and across piedmont slopes in eastern Big Smoky Valley,
northwest of Tonopah. The southern end of the fault overlaps the
northeastern part of the Lone Mountain fault zone [1338] and
north end overlaps slightly with the Ione Valley fault [1334]. The
main uplift of the range occurred by movement along these high-
angle, north-striking faults from middle Miocene to Quaternary.
Reconnaissance and detailed photogeologic mapping of these
faults are the sources of data. Trench investigations and studies of
scarp morphology have not been completed.

Name
comments

Faults in this zone have been mapped by Schell (1981 #2844,
Plate A6) and by Dohrenwend and others (1996 #2846), and some
faults within the San Antonio Mountains that were also mapped
by Bonham and Garside (1979 #2930). Schell (1981 #2844)
named it the Crescent Dunes fault; dePolo (1998 #2845) later



referred to it as the Liberty fault. Faults extend along east margin
of Big Smoky Valley from southwest of Tonopah, along the west
flank of the San Antonio Mountains, to the valley floor west of
Willow Springs in southernmost Toquima Range.

Fault ID: Fault 10 on Plate 7A in Schell (1996 #2846) and fault
T8 of dePolo (1998 #2845).

County(s) and
State(s)

ESMERALDA COUNTY, NEVADA 
NYE COUNTY, NEVADA 

Physiographic
province(s) BASIN AND RANGE 

Reliability of
location

Good
Compiled at 1:100,000 scale.

Comments: Location based on 1:24,000- and 1:62,500-scale maps
of Slemmons (1968, unpublished Tonopah 1:250,000-scale map)
and 1:250,000-scale maps by Schell (1981 #2844) and
Dohrenwend and others (1996 #2846). Original mapping by
Slemmons was from photogeologic analysis of 1:12,000-scale
low-sun-angle aerial photography, transferred using proportional
dividers to 1:24,000 and 1:62,500-scale topographic maps.
Mapping by Schell (1981 #2843; 1981 #2844) is based on
photogeologic analysis of primarily 1:24,000-scale color aerial
photography supplemented with 1:60,000-scale black-and-white
aerial photography, transferred by inspection to 1:62,500-scale
topographic maps and photographically reduced and directly
transferred to 1:250,000-scale topographic maps, and subsequent
field verification. Mapping by Dohrenwend and others (1996
#2846) from photogeologic analysis of 1:58,000-nominal-scale
color-infrared photography transferred directly to 1:100,000-scale
topographic maps enlarged to scale of the photographs.

Geologic setting This distributed zone of down-to-the-west normal faults extends
along the west margin of the San Antonio Mountains and
intrabasin fault and across piedmont slopes in eastern Big Smoky
Valley, northwest of Tonopah. South end of fault overlaps
northeast part of the Lone Mountain fault zone [1338] and north
end overlaps slightly with the Ione Valley fault [1334]. The main
uplift of the range occurred by movement along these north-
striking faults from middle Miocene to Quaternary (Kleinhampl
and Ziony, 1985 #2851).



Length (km) 50 km.

Average strike N8°E

Sense of
movement

Normal 

Comments: (Bonham and Garside, 1979 #2930; Schell, 1981
#2844; Kleinhampl and Ziony, 1985 #2851).

Dip Direction W

Paleoseismology
studies

Geomorphic
expression

The fault is expressed along the west margin and northwest end of
the San Antonio Mountains by scarps juxtaposing Quaternary
alluvium against bedrock and echelon scarps on high-level
piedmont slope surfaces. Subparallel scarps continue northward
across a piedmont slope to axis of Big Smoky Valley and
southward across a piedmont slope to west and southwest of
Tonopah. Schell (1981 #2844) reported eroded scarps on late
Pleistocene alluvial deposits as much as 4 m high. Range-front
parallel faults with suspected Quaternary movement are marked
by scarps and prominent lineaments on bedrock and Tertiary
volcanic rocks (Slemmons, 1968, unpublished Tonopah
1:250,000-scale map; Bonham and Garside, 1979 #2930; Schell,
1981 #2844; Dohrenwend and others, 1996 #28460. Only one of
these faults cuts Quaternary alluvial deposits (Kleinhampl and
Ziony, 1985 #2851).

Age of faulted
surficial
deposits

Latest Quaternary, Quaternary, middle Tertiary. Schell (1981
#2844) mapped scarps on late and possibly early Pleistocene
alluvial deposits and faults cutting middle Tertiary volcanic rocks.
Dohrenwend and others (1996 #2846) indicate the scarps are on
Pleistocene. Slemmons (1968, unpublished Tonopah 1:250,000-
scale map) mapped scarps on Pleistocene piedmont-slope
deposits, a few short scarps north of Hall Mine, and a fault
suspected to have Holocene movement at north end.

Historic
earthquake

Most recent
prehistoric

deformation

late Quaternary (<130 ka) 

Comments: Although timing of most recent prehistorical event is
not well constrained, Schell (1981 #2844) suggested late
Pleistocene which is consistent with mapping by Dohrenwend and



Pleistocene which is consistent with mapping by Dohrenwend and
others (1996 #2846); although unpublished map of Slemmons
suggests four short faults with inferred Holocene movement.

Recurrence
interval

Slip-rate
category

Less than 0.2 mm/yr 

Comments: dePolo (1998 #2845) assigned a reconnaissance
vertical slip rate of 0.01 mm/yr for the fault based on the presence
of scarps on alluvium and the absence of basal facets. The late
Quaternary characteristics of this fault (overall geomorphic
expression, continuity of scarps, age of faulted deposits, etc.)
support a low slip rate. Accordingly, the less than 0.2 mm/yr slip-
rate category has been assigned to this fault.

Date and
Compiler(s)

1999 
Thomas L. Sawyer, Piedmont Geosciences, Inc.
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